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Spring Newsletter 2020
What a year it has been. We will be perhaps the
least recognisable Woll team of all time (fingers
crossed). Excitingly, a couple of the current
Outdoor Leaders – Issy & Ferg – are staying on
into 2021 so you’ll get to know their Wollweathered and Woll-wisened faces soon!
This year has been difficult for many people in
many places, and we realise we’re in a
privileged position. But it’s been hard – each of
us hired for a very different job description and
with a very different skillset than what this year
has catered for. I can’t
express the challenges
we’ve faced this year
without sounding like
I’m wailing, “Woe is
us!” from Woll’s red
roofs, which is not at
all my intention.
People ask the team
what they’ve done in
2020 and they often
say, “Not much, really.
We haven’t had
programs,” and this answer frustrates me to no
end! As does, I should mention, any investment
by others in the idea that we have in fact done
‘not much’ this year.
When I first wrote this, I conveyed the true
meaning of ‘not much’ with an exhausting nonexhaustive list of the multitude of projects and
physical tasks we’ve accomplished… but after
reflection, I thought what I really want to
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convey as we sign off for the year is something
different. Because I don’t think the most
important thing we’ve done is our projects –
though there were many. And it’s not the day to
day maintenance – though it was necessary.
I think the biggest accomplishment this year
isn’t physical or material. It’s a feeling, one that
I’m struggling to articulate – one that’s
encapsulated by all of us sitting down together
for our last night as the 2020 team, with
handmade gifts and a mini Christmas tree and
precious, fragile
Christmas ornaments
that someone would
have carefully
transported onto the
flat – god knows when.
We laughed and we
talked about nothing
and we just existed,
tired and full of food –
a brown rice salad,
potato salad with
cocktail onions,
candied sweet potato casserole, blueberry
muffins and a charcuterie platter. We just
basked in whatever this year has been. The
ability to do that after all the crazy stuff this
year has thrown at us is– I think, anyway –
something to be beyond proud of.
I think that accomplishment is due in part to
one of the things that makes Woll special – that
spirit of togetherness through thick and thin.
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We embraced that ideal, even when things were
desperately difficult, and we were helped in
doing that by the Woll community.
Because, when you talk about Woll, you’re not
just talking about this place. You’re talking
about all the people who’ve come through here,
from when it was covered in blackberries to
whatever it will look like 30 years more down
the track. You’re talking about this near and far
family of strangers, a pretty motley crew,
who’ve glided over on the flying fox… people
who’ve packed for hikes by the gear store,
who’ve sat around the woodfire stoves and
pulled trays from their roaring depths, people
who’ve given a new skill a go in the forge, on a
hike or around the
woodchop circle, who’ve
taste-tested things in the
garden, bottled passata and
jam and who’ve taken the
lessons they’ve learned here
across the mountains in the
annual Alpine Walk or back
to their lives in Melbourne
and beyond. You’re talking
about this ragtag crew who
support individuality while
embracing togetherness.
So, though we may be
unrecognisable, we’ve held
the post and tried to channel
that Woll essence.
Sometimes we’ve excelled and sometimes we’ve
just managed and both of those things are okay.
So, thanks to the team, and if they tell you they
haven’t done much, don’t take one bar of it! And
thanks to all of you for being there, for the
support, for helping us through, for reminding
us of what’s important. To our friends, families,
off-site team, community, neighbours, the poor
tradies who copped being our main source of a
social life for a while… thank you all.
Thank you to Council (who never get enough
acknowledgement), Josh & Annabelle (for
understanding, gentle reminders that I didn’t
follow up on something from goodness knows
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how long ago, for giving so much love and time
to Woll), Rita, Bri, Ian (you bloody legend!),
EVERYONE… To all you brilliant,
compassionate, disembodied voices on the Woll
phone for lifting us up, offering sage wisdom,
giving updates from the outside world, letting
us know what Woll means to you… you honestly
kept us going.
There’s a lot of work that goes on behind the
scenes here and I have endless respect and
gratitude for all who take the time to give this
spectacular place life.
It’s time for me to leave, which has been a
difficult call but the right one after this year.
When you read this, I’ll be heading up to
Queensland, in a tiny blue
car with a big ol’ dog, but I’ll
keep the ‘Wollangarra Red’
red roofs in my heart
forever. I hope to see you all
at a work party at Woll in
future, where we’ll all
contribute in some way to
the ‘not much’ that keeps
Woll keeping on. I’ll be the
introverted half-American
making many, many, MANY
cakes. To my team, apologies
for all the cakes… and I lied
when I said they were
healthy.
There are spectacular new directors arriving
soon, who I’m sure will introduce themselves in
the next newsletter (or, amazingly, even in
person!). 2021 is looking bright, which is only
possible with your continued help and support.
The biggest continued Thank You from the
bottom of my heart, because you’re a fantastic
bunch of individuals and being some small cog
in the crazy machine that is Wollangarra has
been a privilege beyond what I have words to
express. Absolutely all the best and beyond.
- Chelsea
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Farewell to Lenny
GOODBYE
Oh, how time flies!
I’ll start with a quote from my journal from my very first day living at Wollangarra.
04/03/2020
“Regardless of any ups and downs and tears
that will inevitably find themselves
appearing throughout the year, I know that
the sunshine and smiles and love and
rewarding moments will make it all worth
it in the end”. I’m thinking of taking up
fortune-telling as a hobby, because there
have been ups and downs galore, tears,
sunshine, smiles, love and just so many
rewarding moments.
I’ll never forget going home for the weekend after my first proper week of work, when my dad
asked me the fatal question of 2020: “do you think this virus is going to change your programs
this year?”. Little did we know that the country was about to be plunged into the frosty depths
of a ravenous pandemic, and that not only would our programs be changed, but scrapped
altogether. it’s still hard to believe that our staff team hasn’t led a single hike this year.
Wollangarra is about as delightful to live at as my stage II self had dreamt not too long ago. The
morning river swims, the outdoor showers with kookaburras feasting on worms at your feet,
the friendly (albeit pesky) wombats, the view back onto the flat from the telephone track, the
cold winter nights huddled around the stove, and the
sweaty summer days dripping while slaving away in
the garden. The space, the quiet, the noises, the smells,
wattles blooming, water-dragons scurrying,
extravagant meals, silly accents, sillier jokes, stories
and laughter and friendship.
After a year of being shoved in a corner of my room, a
few pages of printed letters left over from a previous
staff member called to me as I was chilling out
yesterday afternoon. Written by Rainer Maria Riike in
1903, a particular quote stood out to me: “If your
everyday life seems poor, don’t blame it; blame
yourself; admit to yourself that you are not enough of a
poet to call forth its riches”. I may not be much of a
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poet, but indulge me in enduring the following attempt at expressing the joys of this everyday
life we’ve lived in such an extraordinary place this year.

The unpleasant odour knocks at the nose
Some beastly creature, rotting in the roof
Its source perhaps?
Instead my humble socks
Scattered with seeds and crusted
Glare up from below
Snickering pungently.
My toenails long
My feet unkempt
Oh what a deal
These machines have made
Battered and bruised and blistered
These twin slaves take me
To see great sights
To feel great things
Shunned in these derelict
Boots all the while
Asphyxiated
Alone but for each other.
I thank these bony brittle things
Praise their unseen nature
I promise to let them feel the breeze,
To banish that frightful aroma
Second only, perhaps, to mouldy cheese
I’ll coin the phrase: the woll-foot-odour.

No amount of words can fully encompass the experience of living and working at Wollangarra
this year, but it’s been a genuine joy, and I look very much forward to remaining entangled in
the magic, mystery, and intensity of this glorious place we call Woll for many years to come.
-

Lenny
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Farewell to Liv
It’s hard writing a farewell to a community that for the most part I didn’t really get the chance
to meet… but the few I was lucky enough to encounter face
to face made me really appreciate what makes Woll so
special. Having never heard of Wollangarra before I started
working here it’s easy to see after this year how the
community is such a strong force, even through a pandemic
I could feel through the people who managed to come out,
the people I talked to over the phone and the numerous
letters written and received how much it means to so many,
and getting to be a part of it even for a year has been so
unreal.
For most of this year I have been hearing about the magic of
what it is like with young people and community but alas I
was never privy to this particular kind of magic. I was
instead shown a completely different type that I’m sure is a
rarity and something that will stay with me for a long time. Living here has been the most
unusual and unique experience and job I’ve ever had, from painting murals to splitting wood,
endlessly cleaning the kitchen to lugging sleepers around the property and eating, cooking and
more eating.
At the start of the year after I had only been here a couple weeks someone asked me what my
favourite place at Woll was and I said it then and it’s still true today: The kitchen. It was the
place where we’d spend so much of our down time together before and after work, especially in
those cold winter months. Endless hours of chatting and laughing, swapping stories, playing
games and cooking adventures that
often started with good intentions but
ended in tears after hours of burns,
sweat and cursing. The wood fire
stove, while sometime a chore, became
synonymous with delicious food and fu
Living out here under such a unique
set of circumstances has been the year
I needed even if it wasn’t the one I had
signed up for.
-
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Farewell to August
August’s time at Woll has been short-lived – and his time not spent sequestered away from the
oh-so tempting sheep even shorter. He has been a source of hilarity, is a professional splooter,
thinks the river is terrifying but loves the canoe… and is a 35kg lap dog. He would have loved
meeting all of you and wants to remind you all to give time and attention to the ones you love
and to live in the moment because it’s the b- wait, goanna!!!!

Brad Pryce Award
by Lenny
We’re happy to announce the two Brad Pryce Award winners for 2020! The Prad Pryce award
sponsors two members of Wollangarra’s Stage III community each year to receive a Wilderness
First Aid certification along with the new staff from Wollangarra and Mittagundi. This training
provides a great experience, and practical first aid skills which well-equip recipients in their
outdoor endeavours.
The successful recipients received the highest number of
votes from members of the Stage III community. A big
congratulations to Issy Borley and Meg Hynes, two of my
wonderful friends and peers from Stage III.
A massive thank you to Conrad McKee, who has
generously helped provide sponsorship for the
recipients, as he has done for a number of years now. His
support is greatly valued by us all at Woll.
We wish them both a great time at the training to be held
in February!
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Open Day
by Lenny

In early October, we were fortunate enough to be joined by over 80 members of our wonderful
Wollangarra community to celebrate all things Woll - Online! We had over 30 videos and 25
demonstrators sharing their skills - from
cheese-making to wool spinning, broadaxing to glass-cutting, the staff team had a
ball seeing so many of you there. We took
you over the fox and gave you a virtual tour
of the flat, showed you what’s new and
what’s the same. We heard from Ross, the
Wollangarra council chair, learned new
skills, were guided on a yoga practise, heard
ex-staff stories, bid on beautiful art and
craftwork, listened to Australian bush
poetry and the musical talents of our
community and heard from our founder Ian
Stapleton. We were so so thrilled to be joined in the virtual realm in this interesting year.
We understand how strange of an idea it was to include ‘Online’ and ‘Wollangarra’ in the same
sentence. It was a risk we decided was worth it, and we are so grateful that we were able to
celebrate in one way or another this year, and we are buzzing with anticipation to **fingers
crossed** have as many of you up as possible for a real-life, in-person, tangible Open Day in
2021. Thank you, thank you, thank you to
those who came, we all had a blast!
If you’d like to check out what was available
on the day, it’s not too late to buy tickets! A
ticket will get you access to a private
Facebook group where all the content will
stay for you to watch as many times as you
like!

For more information: https://fb.me/e/2UjhwFmkS

To purchase tickets: https://www.trybooking.com/BLECJ
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Hey… Grade 2…. Field trip!
By Issy

So... After almost a year of pretty much staffonly at Woll, we recently had a group of
Grade 2s up for a day of high-energy Wollvibes! Exciting times for both the staff and
the young people alike. Heyfield primary
school came up with a busload of very keen
and clever 7-year-old adventurers and their
teachers.
After a walk through the front paddock,
some talks and conquering the Macalister to
get into the property, we started the day
with a Woll tour. It soon became apparent
that there was a lot of gardening and
camping knowledge in the group. Morning
tea was followed by gardening and kindling
collection sessions, with a swap over after
lunch. A couple of mini muffins kept the
group going for the walk back to the bus at
the front gate after a last exciting trip on the
fox!
We hope everyone enjoyed it as much as we
did and hope to see you again someday in
the future. It was lovely to have all of you up
for some much-needed socializing!

Garden Update
by Lenny

SPRING
Woll woll woll, what has been going on in the Woll-angarden lately I hear you ask?
A LOT. Spring has well and truly sprung, and has brought
chaos to the garden. The weeds, or “greenery” as Jack
Gilbert would say are flourishing in their newly moistened
soil (thank you to the rain spirits of 2020!). Hidden
amongst the jungle of unintentional vegetation one might
spy a rogue broad bean or patch of garlic. Not for long!
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The first round of Zuccs and Pumpkins are just about ready to dive into the soil and over-run
their self-seeded companions to produce a bounty. We have tomato seedlings galore, and we
look forward to seeing this beautiful corner of the flat in full flower with edible goodies through
the summer and into next year.
Some new additions to the garden include
a done-up education space with seating
and a table, where I’m sure many a piece of
apple and slice of cake will be consumed by
hungry mouths on hot summers days to
come. I’ve also been increasing the patches
of perennials which I reckon are our best
friend when it comes to managing this
huge space! Look out for globe-artichoke
galore and rhubarb rampage in the years
to come - how exciting!
The fruit trees are also thoroughly
enjoying this wet spring, we have fruitlets coming out of our ears! I’ve been busy thinning out
the apples, and with some netting experimentation I’m hoping that our summer will be filled
with glorious, organic, gigantic (or at least larger than tiny!) home-grown fruit, from apples to
plums to pears to peaches to figs to lemons to oranges, I have my fingers well and truly crossed
for a bountiful harvest this summer and beyond.

SUMMER
As the days are heating up, so too is the garden! We now have tomatoes, celery, beans, radishes,
basil, zucchinis, pumpkins, watermelons, onions, and a great variety of greens in their forever
homes! With the generous help of Cassie, Harriet, Amanda, Adam and Jen, who have all lent a
hand in the past few weeks, the garden is starting to
take shape! There’s still so much to be done with beds to
be prepared, more sawdust paths to be made and
seedlings to be planted out, and I look forward to see
how the space continues to evolve over the summer and
into 2021.
The fruit trees are still flourishing, with the trusty
Blood-plum tree near the swimming hole netted with the help of some dear friends, and laden
with hundreds of fruit that grow sweeter by the day - I can almost taste them already! Our
Orange and Lemon trees are decorated with countless green fruit, which I hope will feed
members of our wonderfull community over the coming months, and the fig tree is looking set
to offer up some delightful produce before too long too!
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Demolition
Projects…
Mission
Demolition
Mission
by Chelsea
Richard let us take on a sagging building on his
property, and Geordie and Wayne led the team
on a demolition mission for the day.
Apparently quite a lot of spiders kept the team
on their toes, but they made it through!
A lot of wooden planks came back to Woll and
we did some group de-nailing mornings to get
them in good nick to move into our resource yard
(thanks, Tex, Indy and Chelsea for all your help!). It’s
great to replenish some of the many building
materials we’ve used this year, and we’ve already
got a big project in mind to use it all up.
Thanks to Wayne for the continued guidance with
the project, and to Mark and Jean for helping out!

Wood Mission (part 2, kind of)
by Chelsea
You know earlier in the year when we told
you all about our wood missions and gave
thanks to community for helping us
source wood in lieu of wood chop? And
we also all patted ourselves on the back
for saying no to using a hydraulic splitter
to speed up the process? Easy and
efficient! No siree, we wanted to do it in a
very labour intensive Wollangarra way, so
we would appreciate every bit of wood we
used to make cosy meals, hot drinks and hot showers!
Well, unfortunately, the novelty of quadruple-handling wood just to get it to the flat before even
splitting it wore off embarrassingly quickly without a horde of energetic helpers to lend a hand!
When Tex, Harriet and Cassie came out to Vollie with the Wollies, they valiantly stepped up and
helped us move the rest of the wood to the Flat, where vigour for splitting is again high (or…
moderate, which is still an improvement). Just as a small note to our Wood Chop regulars:
We’ve missed you.
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Sheep Shearing
by Lenny

A couple of months ago we had the pleasure of welcoming the
council chairperson, Ross, onto the flat for the first time since
January! Equipped with manual sheers, a mat, and stylish
sheering get-up, the
main purpose of Ross’s
visit was to sheer two of
our sheep, who have
been patiently waiting
to have their wool
removed while their
peers have been
showing off their
natural shedding
abilities!
The staff were invited to help out in the process, and
we’ve decided that perhaps we aren’t all cut out for the
cutting! We’re grateful to have had the chance to try a
pioneer skill under Ross’s guidance, and we think the
sheep (although they tried their best to avoid the process - but that’s another story!) are
grateful too as the summer months approach.

Welcome to our Feathery Friends!
by Issy
With the new chook run nearly complete, (the roof is still a work in progress) we are happy to
welcome 5 Isa browns, brought in by our
future directors. The chooks seem very
content in their new home and they are
super social and curious. Upon moving in,
they hav immediately put the new nest
boxes to use and established the outer
walls are dig-proof. It is lovely to hear
chooky chuckling again on the Flat, have
fresh eggs and we can’t wait to let them
roam the premises!
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Skylight
by Ferg
Many moons ago I happened to be on the phone to Ian when
he explained to me the tragedy of the homesteads lack of
natural light that could only possibly be remedied by the
addition of a third skylight above the kitchen table.
Carelessly and maybe arrogantly I claimed that I could
probably build one and Ian held me to my claim by
mentioning it every time he called up or wrote a letter.
And so, despite my effort to accomplish pretty much
nothing with my life eventually
I got tired of having to admit
that I hadn’t started it yet. So I
started it. The feeling of
sawing into the ceiling of the
homestead felt sacrilegious but
invigorating. The 2017 staff allegedly finished theirs in a day with
one fell swoop, my endeavour was more of a long arduous battle
against my fear of the ceiling space and my fear of heights but all
in all I overcame these things and I’m proud. In this moment I am
basking in its light and I feel that it is good. I only hope that it will
bring light and goodness to all in the future as well.

Toilet Upgrade
by Issy
After a freshly painted interior, the Woll
Rotaloos have now received easier access
via a newly installed staircase. Using halflength sleepers that were formerly compost
bin walls, steps were created after hacking
out the compacted by slippery slope to the
loos. We’re hoping this new feature will
both help prevent erosion of the hill, as well
as make it easier to use the dunnies.
“Such a treat for our little feet!” – Serena B.
“Better late than never.” – Leonard C.
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“Takes you where you wanna go. 5 out of 5.” – Chelsea S.
“An absolutely magnificent addition, an essential experience for anyone ever, the 8th wonder of
the world.” – Muhammed Ali*

*word around the Flat is that one Fergus O’Donohue may have written this testimonial, but as we are unsure of the
legitimacy of these claims we humbly leave it to the reader to decide

Games, games, games!
by Chelsea who is not artistic in the least
We’ve recently broken out a few games again, with favourites like Bananagrams and Jungle
Speed reappearing on the table after dinner. We’ve added a few new games to the mix, brought
up by visitors. Highlights have been enthusiastically bartering our way through Settlers of
Catan and laughing over Exploding Kittens.
In my opinion, the best (and by far most ridiculous) game we’ve given a shot is Telestrations,
which is a mix of Chinese Whispers and Pictionary. Basically, each player starts with a book and
writes down a hint that needs to be drawn – like ‘dragon’, ‘ninja’, ‘wrecking ball’, ‘satellite dish’,
etc. After each book has started off with a hint, the books get passed clockwise and it’s the next
player’s turn to hurriedly draw that hint. When the time is up, the book gets passed again and
the next player writes what they think the previous player has drawn, then the book gets
passed again and the next player draws what the previous player has written… and so on until
your original book gets back to you! You only ever get to see the book page from the player
directly before you, so things can get hilariously twisted.
If you’re not too attached to your pride, I would highly recommend giving it a shot in your own
home or next time you’re out at Woll as it’s been officially added to the collection.
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Federation Uni Visit
by Lenny
For the first time in forever, we had visitors! We were fortunate enough to welcome Shane and
Chelsea from Federation Uni over the fox for a visit to the flat. We gave them a tour of the place,
had discussions about how our programs work, and enjoyed a socially-distanced lunch at the
ODK - consisting of roast veggies, salad, and two desserts - YUM. It was lovely to finally share
this beautiful place with other people, and we’re super grateful to have experienced the first
hint of normality returning to Wollangarra. We look forward to having as many people over as
possible over the coming months and into 2021. Please keep an eye on our social media for
updates about when we’re allowed to have more people up, you’ll be the first to know!

From the Bookshelf
Rabbit-proof fence - Doris Pilkington/Nugi Garimara
Reviewed by Issy
A moving true story about three aboriginal girls from Jigalong, Western Australia in the 1930s.
The trio was taken from their families and transported halfway across the state to just north of
Perth, where white society aimed to train them away from their traditional culture. The book,
based on family recollections, newspaper articles and letters from authorities, describes their
removal from Jigalong and their incredible 1600 km journey on foot back home. Inspiring, sad
and educational, it is a
beautiful book about an
important aspect of Australian
history, aboriginal culture and
the human spirit.

Tell Me Why – Archie Roach
Reviewed by Liv
Archie Roach’s is a household
name, a singer, songwriter and
performer but his road to fame was a troubled one and was one that was shared to varying
degrees with a whole generation of misplaced people. Archie grew up with a white family,
characters that would shape his outlook on life, music, religion and eventually spirituality.
When a letter from a sister he had never met changed the course of his life, he left the life he
knew and travelled up the coast in search of family and family he found but it came at a cost
and his health ended up paying the price. It’s an inspiring journey of courage, love, freedom and
solidarity, finding his people and family. He is an iconic voice for Australia’s stolen generation,
Wollangarra Spring Newsletter 2020
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his music resonates with people not only in Australia but similarity plighted indigenous
communities around the world.

“Chapter One - You have the power to change stuff” by Daniel Flynn
Reviewed by Lenny
This was one of my absolute favourite reads of the year! Follow the story of “Thankyou Water”,
a nonprofit social enterprise that tackles world poverty by creating products which are sold to
fund water, food and hygiene and
sanitation solutions in developing
countries. It’s got a “self-helpy” vibe, but I
think it’s a must-read for those who want
inspiration and hope that we really all do
have the power to change stuff. It’s also
worth checking out what “thankyou” is all
about, give them a google and learn how
purchasing their products can make a
difference!

And the winner is….
In our previous newsletter we had a colouring competition, and we are happy to announce we
have a winner! Congratulations to you Ivy Anderson!! Thank you for sending in your drawing,
words of motivation and letter. We hope you will enjoy the Woll care package we assembled
and sent your way. We hope to see you, as well as the rest of our Woll community, back on the
Flat in not too long!

Holiday Programs
Dear Woll Community,
Thank you so much for your endless patience as we’ve tried to get back a semblance of
normalcy this year! We’ve made the call not to do January 2021 Holiday Programs, as we’ve
had an entire year without programs and are going to be re-starting up training for a mix of old
and new staff from January to get all of us in the best possible position for a solid year of
programs.
It’s been a rough year for us all and we’re so keen to get young people back out here again. It
really isn’t the same with just a staff team out here, no matter how great they are! For the many
keen people asking, we are really sorry but we still can’t pre-book program spots for anyone. A
Wollangarra Spring Newsletter 2020
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lot of young people unfortunately weren’t able to make it out here in 2020 and we want to give
everyone a fair go at securing their spot in 2021.

Sponsored Spots are Continuing!
Wollangarra has always had sponsored places available for any young person who may need
them, for both school programs and holiday programs.
2020 was a financially difficult year, but we are pleased to announce that sponsored places will
remain available in 2021. This is largely thanks to a generous grant from the Hamer Sprout
Fund.
The fund has generously offered $4000 to cover the cost of sponsored places in 2021. This
means that no young person should miss out on a program because of financial reasons.
If you are interested in sponsorship to fully or partially cover the costs of a Program, head to
www.wollangarra.org.au/programs/sponsorship/ to find out more.

Events
Woohoo, we finally have something to
put in this space!!!
SAVE THESE DATES: 21-26 January
2021. We’re keen to have a long Fruit
Bottling weekend. This should mean a
bit of fruit bottling but we’ve got to
stocktake, as we just haven’t used as
much fruit as usual in 2020! We’ll have a
heap of other work around the place, as
we’ve got loads of projects on the go and it’ll be an excellent opportunity for you to meet the
2021 Woll team and new directors! We’re SUPER KEEN to have you all out here again (COVID
restrictions and number limits allowing, etc), so please Save the Date.
Call the Homestead from 5 Jan 2021 to RSVP please!
Other exciting 2021 dates to keep in mind:
Open Day 3 October
Skills Week 7-11 December
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The Fox Flyers
Help Woll get back on its feet…
The Fox Flyers are a community of supporters who are able to make a financial commitment to
help get Wollangarra on its feet again. As a Fox Flyer, you commit to donating $50/month
throughout 2021. Combined, the Fox Flyers will fund a significant amount of Wollangarra’s
costs in recommencing programs in 2021. The Fox Flyers are connected to Wollangarra in a
range of ways, but all believe in the unique, simple place that it is, and the opportunities and
experiences it offers both young people and its far-reaching community.
We’re aware that not
everyone in our
community will be able to
support us in this way.
This is just one of many
ways to help. If you can’t
commit to the year, we
accept one off donations,
and,
restrictions-allowing, we
are hoping for work
parties and volunteering
to recommence next year
too.
A significant way to help is simply to share the word about the Fox Flyers with friends, family,
and colleagues who you think might be able to help out financially. Don’t underestimate the
power you have by having a chat or sharing a Facebook post.
Remember, Wollangarra always has sponsored places for any young person who would like to
come but can’t afford to.
As a Fox Flyer you become part of a small but important community of people that are helping
Wollangarra get back to what it does best (Young People + High Places). You will receive a
welcome package, and expect some Fox Flyer Newsletters, with a couple of extra updates
throughout the year. The Fox Flyers will also be invited to get together later in 2021 for an
event to say thank you.
More information at www.wollangarra.org.au/foxflyers/
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We’re Hiring!
We’re looking for an Outdoor Leader to join our stellar team from January 2021. If you know
anyone with Outdoor Education/Recreation qualifications who might be a fantastic fit for
helping introduce young people to the Victorian high country, point them our way.
More info at: http://www.wollangarra.org.au/work-at-wollangarra/outdoor-leader-position/

Wish List
If you’ve got any of these lying around, we would love to give your second hand goodies
another lease on life. Give us a call if you have any of the items that you are happy to part with,
and we can organise the best way to get it off of you. Please call if you have any questions about
anything (03 5148 0492).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Native Grass seed
Garden Hand Shovels x 5
Good secateurs
Star pickets
Dorper Wire
Bricks
Foam camping mats / yoga mats
Large & Small screw-top jars
Fowler’s Jar Lids (the green fridge ones for post-opening)
Rolls and ROLLS of flyscreen
Garden Hose 15+ metres
Gloves/mittens
Fleece/Down Jumpers
Stumps, joists, bearers, hardwood sheet/strip flooring
3″ and 4″ Phillips head wood & board screws
Stainless steel bowls to take on hike
Colourful pillowcases/fabric
Potholders/Oven Mitts
Stationary / paper, stamps, decorative ink & stickers for letters
Goodies & warm thoughts to welcome some of the staff back for a second year and
introduce the new team to the place wouldn’t go amiss either!
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Thankyous
This section doesn’t ever get a written lead-in because it’s pretty self-explanatory, but I just wanted to say
that this year has been a particularly big one for Thank Yous, and we’re so sorry to anyone we miss here.
We really wouldn’t have been able to survive 2020 without all of your help, on both an organisational and
a personal level. Sending you all those warm Wollie vibes from all of us, because you’re all spectacular.
You’ve all kept us going, and this (non-exhaustive) list gives you an idea of all the amazing people who help
lift Woll up.
- Chelsea & the 2020 Wollies

Wayne & Fam
Toilets, chats, wisdom, a second home
Woll’s Young People
Supporting from afar! Hope to see you soon

Jack & Eileen Gilbert
The amazing generosity, hosting Liv & Lenny,
hose, books, many goodies & gifts, amazing
painting

Don
Help with fox, tractor, boilers, etc

Wren
Brian B. video

Rita
Continued checki-ins & Open Day support

Andrew
Boiler fixing

Umesh
Gas lamp help, ya legend

Ross
Sheep & mini fire training

Cath & Monica Nitz
Letter with treats, aprons, needles, everything!

Michael
Extinguisher check & visit

Leo
Chainsaw donation

Don & Greg
Fox & other Flat help, chats

Fed Uni
Coming out for a tour!

Lyn & Gus
Visiting & food goodies

Ivy
Letter, colouring entry, being awesome

Andrew
Visiting, inspecting the place

Heyfield Primary
Brightening our day

Indi, Tex, Chelsea
Denailing, visiting, jobs, good vibes

Brian
Donation & vid

Isaac & Issy
Heaps of help, laughs, chats, company

Freya
Words of wisdom

Harriet & Cassie
Moving wood! Amazing company, hilarious
games

Mitta
Garden help, seeds, being amazing (we’ll
grudgingly admit)
Ian & (Ian’s) Liv
Always thinking of us, supporting us, checking
in on how jobs are!
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Amanda & Adam
Chats, chores, garden wisdom, fun
Serena
Visits, help, the company
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Conrad
Goodies, cake, fun, BIG jobs, all the trees & track

Fox Flyer Donors
For the donations and ongoing support

Mark & Jean
Heaps of food, moving sand, company and
chores

Anyone else we’ve forgotten
For the love, thoughts, support and everything
else in these crazy times!

Toby, Kay, Meri
Visiting, helping out, chooks, coming back!
Jen
Help, chats, the Cherry Wars of 2020
Glen & Christian
ODK fridge help, gas system advice
Josie O’Donohue
Visiting, gardening, helping out, the mines
Tim & Thomson Valley
Troopie help
Jay & Clare
Help organising, understanding all things Woll
Josh & Annabelle
Allll the help, alllll the love!
Council
Continued help, support & trust
Dean & Annette
The help, love & future visits!
Open Day Demonstrators
All the knowledge, fun, creativity and wisdom
Open Day Auction Item Makers &
Contributors
Your generosity, craftsmanship and creativity
Open Day Storytellers
The laughs, tears, memories
Open Day Open Mic Artists
The creativity, skill and enthusiasm
Open Day Donors, Attendees, Supporters
For creating amazing Woll vibes and lending
such good support from afar
Global Giving Donors
For the donations
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